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QUANTUM SCIENCE DAYS
Quantum Science Days is an annual, international, and virtual scientific conference 
organized by QWorld (Association) to provide opportunities to the quantum community 
to present and discuss their research results at all levels (from short projects to thesis 
work to research publications), and to get to know each other. 

This year we are organizing the third edition of QSD on May 29-31, 2023. In the previous 
editions (QSD2021 & QSD2022), we hosted 60 contributed talks and 14 invited speakers 
including James Wootton (IBM Zurich), Barry Sanders (University of Calgary), Stacey 
Jeffery (CWI, QuSoft, & WIQD), Elham Kashefi (University of Edinburgh, CNRS Sorbonne 
Universite, & VeriQloud Ltd), and Nathan Shammah (Unitary Fund).

Last year, over 650 people from all around the world registered for our event. We hosted 
480 unique participants during the zoom sessions (day 1 - 360 users, day 2 - 256 users, 
and day 3 - 216 users). At the same time, more than 350 participants joined our dedicated 
Discord server. 

Here are statistics about the participants:

Working on/researching some quantum topics %

Researcher/Student %
Researcher .................................................. 32,7

Graduate student .......................................37,6

Undergrad student ...................................22,8

High school student ....................................3,0

Teacher ...........................................................2,0

Others .............................................................2,0

Yes ........................................................................................................................................... 53,5

No, but I plan to involve with some quantum topics  ................................................27,7

No, but I am interested in learning some quantum topics ...................................... 16,0

No, but I am happy to learn about new stuffs ..............................................................2,0
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THEY TALK ABOUT US
We collected more than 100 feedback responses. Here are some anonymous quotes 
about QSD2022:

“Thanks for sharing the science!”

“The event was amazing and really opened my eyes over lots of topics in 
quantum computing.”

“You’re doing amazing work, please keep continuing this and surely we will make 
a great Quantum Computing community.”

“It is accessible to all the people around the world. Main thing is, one who wants 
to learn about Quantum technology can just sign up for the application form 
and turn on notification. They can easily attend events and conferences like 
this.”

“It was an informative event with coverage of different topics.”

“I don’t know how to thank the organizing team and I am really grateful to the 
lovely QWorld team.”

“Most of the talks I have attended were new to me so it aroused my curiosity 
about how much quantum technology has advanced. Now I want more.”

“Great chairing of the Q&A and onboarding on Discord. QWorld team you rock!”

“I think QWorld is a truly diverse and inclusive group - in terms of cultural 
backgrounds, professional expertise and gender!  It’s amazing!!”
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INVITED SPEAKERS
This year, we will host 10 invited speakers including Francesco Petruccione (University 
of Stellenbosch, University of KwaZulu-Natal, NITheCS, South Africa), Julia Cramer 
(Universiteit Leiden), Monika Aidelsburger (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München), 
and Yanzhu Chen (Virginia Tech). 

Moreover, we will have thematic session “Building an Open Quantum 
Ecosystem” hosting several talks on successful quantum programs or events:

The World Quantum Day – 14 April
Yasser Omar (PQI – Portuguese Quantum Institute & IST, University of Lisbon) 

Qiskit Fall Fest: Building a Quantum Community 
With a Student-First Approach
Brian Ingmanson (IBM Quantum) 

Quantum Explorers: A Game-based Approach to Quantum Education
Radha Pyari Sandhir (IBM Quantum) 

The QCousins program – Building a Global Network of Quantum
Computing Groups
Paweł Gora (QWorld)

QHack, the One-of-a-kind Quantum Hackathon
Jen Dodd (Xanadu)

Womanium Quantum & Entrepreneurship 
– Igniting the Quantum Leaders of Tomorrow
Marlou Slot & Prachi Vakharia (Womanium)

Latvian Quantum Initiative
Andris Ambainis (University of Latvia)
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SPONSORSHIP PROPOSAL
Based on sponsorship, we will also have a thematic “Industrial Session” hosting the talks 
by gold or silver level sponsors.

If you would like to become our Sponsor or discuss the details, 
feel free to contact us:
Abuzer Yakaryilmaz 
Chairperson of QWorld 
abuzer.yakaryilmaz@qworld.net

* LinkedIn 5.1K+  |  Facebook 2.9K+  |  YouTube 2.5K+  |  Twitter 2.1K+  |  Discord 1.8K+

Logo & Company profile
on the conference page & booklet

A dedicated channel 
on the conference Discord server

Social media
posts*

A one-hour dedicated session 
(up to 4 talks)

Short talk
(15 min)

SPONSORSHIP PLANS

AMOUNT 2500 EUR

GOLD

500 EUR

BRONZE

1000 EUR

SILVER
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